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For fans of Clifford and Spot, welcome everybodyÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s favorite little yellow puppy, Biscuit, in

an I Can Read adventure!Woof, woof! Biscuit needs a bath!Everything is ready for Biscuit's bath;

everything except Biscuit! He wants to roll in the mud and play with his friend Puddles! Will Biscuit

ever be clean? Join Biscuit in this bathtime fun-filled adventure.Bathtime for Biscuit, a My First I Can

Read book, is carefully crafted using basic language, word repetition, sight words, and sweet

illustrationsÃ¢â‚¬â€•which means it's perfect for shared reading with emergent readers.Ã‚Â 
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reSchool-Grade 1-Biscuit the puppy is adorable and mischievous and would rather roll in the mud

with his puppy friend, Puddles, than be bathed by his young owner. His owner eventually manages

to get him into the bath, but not before she ends up getting one herself. Narrator Andrea Kessler

provides a fun retelling of the story by Alyssa Satin Capucilli (HarperCollins, 1998). Playful

background music supplements the telling nicely. One side of the tape has page-turn signals, while

on side two the story is told uninterrupted. Although this title is classified as a "preschool reader" by

the publisher, this age group will have trouble tackling words such as "friend," "sprinkler," and

"Biscuit" on their own. However, youngsters will appreciate and enjoy the silliness of the story.

Plenty of repetitive text makes this a good choice for beginning readers. A useful addition to school



and public libraries.Shauna Yusko, King County Library System, Bellevue, WACopyright 2002

Cahners Business Information, Inc. --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this

title.

Gr.1. The text is brief, and the illustrations have an old-fashioned kind of sweetness in this simple

tale depicting the hassles involved in getting a mischievous little dog, Biscuit, into a bath. Biscuit's

owner eventually manages the job, but not without Biscuit exacting a predictably comical revenge.

The vocabulary is quite basic--see, bath, roll, etc.--and there's plenty of repetition in the text to allow

for reading practice. Even if there isn't much that's memorable about the story, new readers will still

come away feeling they've had a successful reading experience. Stephanie Zvirin --This text refers

to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.

These books make it easy for parents to find leveled books for their child. There is a circle at the top

of each book indicating the level of the book with a number and color. Pre-Pimer books are good for

parents to read to their toddlers up through kindergarten and beyond where kids become profecient

enough to read it to mom and dad.When your child can read and understand the PP level on their

own, a parent needs to begin purchasing level 1/first grade level books to read to their child.

Following suite, when the child can read and understand level one books on their own, parents

progressively move to the next level.Don't put away the books they have mastered...put them in

your home library so they can choose it to read again. The more the times a kiddo reads a book, the

better they understand and this is what promotes reading!Finally, the books are fun to read, not

boring. A majority of the stories come from award winning children's book authors and illustrators.

This is a good reader for K/1st grades. Biscuit is a beloved character and avoiding a bath is

something kids can relate to. The story is repetitive which is great for learning and building

confidence.

We already have a Biscuit puppet and the first book of the series, so I purchased more of the books.

They are sweet and well-illustrated, but not very compelling stories. Once we read through them my

three-year-old granddaughter lost interest. I contrast this to the Frog and Toad stories which we

have read over and over and over again and discussed together.She is not reading the books

herself, but is being read too. She likes three or four story times a day, but these books don't have a

lot to them.



Really short little story, perfect for beginning readers. Lots of repetition to give kids the

encouragement they need to keep reading and helps them learn sight words. Only a little longer

than your average board book for an infant or toddler. The story is cute and simple for a child to

follow and understand.

Good book for young children but not worth $4.00 for Kindle- my child liked it but wants another

story immediately after we finish.

Delightful book

All Biscuit books are a hit with my grand kids! The pictures are great and the words are fun with a

little challenge. Perfect for the K kid who is getting the hang of reading. Also, these are usually on

the Accelerated Reader program often used in school.

All the Biscuit books are simple to read and the perfect way to help your new reader gain interest. It

can also help with a pesky toddler who is just not interested in a bath to know that Biscuit seems to

like them just fine!
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